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Business has always been in a 
constant state of disruption



The Age of 
Digital Disruption 

"It's not the strongest of the species that survives...it 
is the one most adaptable to change.” 

— Charles Darwin 



Customers expect 
hyper-personalized 
and flawless 
experiences



Within 10 years,

40%
of today’s Fortune 
500 companies will 
be gone



But the tides 
are turning
for incumbent 
brands



68%
of leaders expect 
their organizations 
to focus on customer 
experiences over 
products



The New 
Work of 

Marketing:
Art and
Science



We target 
individuals

We test, track, 
measure & adapt

We quantify 
everything



The 
rise of
you.



The 
rise of
us.



We are…

Storytellers

Difference 
makers

Outcome 
drivers



Customer-
Centric

… to leverage every 
moment of truth

Data-Led

… to capitalize on all 
the right data for 
actionable insights, in 
the moment

Performance 
Driven 

… to measure and 
justify every dollar 
spent 

Agile to the Core

… to drive speed and 
innovation 



84%
of companies 
aspire to be 
customer 
experience 
leaders



1 of 5
are actually 
delivering good or 
great customer 
experiences



Digital 
Platform 
for NPS

Closing the 
feedback 
loop



Data-Led

4.5
quintillion bytes 
of new data 
every day



Data-Led 90%
created in the 
last 12 months



80%
of the 
world’s data is 
unsearchable

YOUR data
YOUR advantage
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Let’s put smart to work.



UNDERSTAND REASON LEARN INTERACT









Tap data 
90% faster

Drive cross-sell 
conversions 
40% higher

Save 40 person 
weeks a year on 
content management



70% more 
personalized 

messages and offers 
every year

From batch-process to 
running 300 campaigns 

continuously



Performance 
Driven 



GET KNOW KEEP



4:
3

GET

IBM Media 
Optimizer



4:
3

Universal 
Behavior 
Exchange

KNOW

Universal Behavior Exchange 

UBX



4:
3

KEEP

Watson 
Marketing 
Insights



“Blockchain will do for 
transactions what the internet 
did for communications”

- Ginni Rometty
IBM CEO



With Blockchain, track…

- Food from farm to jar to store
- Diamonds from mine to finger
- Shipments from person to port



PublisherAdvertiser

$1

Transparency
Efficiency

Reconciliation

Immutability
Trust

Traceability

~ $0.60

PublisherAgencyAdvertiser

$1 $.15 $.85

Blockchain 
for Media 
Buying



Agile to 
the Core



Agile to 
the Core

6 Agile 
Marketing 
Hubs

$1B in 
Training and 
Education



Inclusion

Diversity of 
talent drives 
innovation





Man +

Machine
Woman +




